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Previous tudies of extendible array storage mappings (esm's) have envisioned arrays as 
expanding via a sequence of adjunctions of rows and/or columns. Another mechanism for 
array expansion is the successive (row-wise or column-wise) concatenation f already 
stored arrays. This type of expansion is facilitated if the addresses of positions of the 
resultant composite arrays can be obtained easily and systematically from the addresses 
of positions of the constituent arrays. A property of esm's, termed translatability, is intro- 
duced and is argued intuitively to guarantee easy concatenation of stored arrays. The 
class of persistent wo-dimensional translatable esm's is shown to be a one-parameter 
family of esm's whose initial member is the familiar diagonal pairing function. The 
derived explicit form of these esm's permits one to argue algorithmically that they afford 
one easy concatenation f stored arrays. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Previous tudies of extendible array storage mappings (esm's) (e.g., [1-4]) have envisioned 
arrays as expanding via a sequence of adjunctions of rows and/or columns. (We shall be 
considering only two-dimensional rrays here.) Another, more structured, mechanism 
for expanding arrays is via a sequence of concatenations of already stored arrays. This 
latter type of expansion is facilitated if the esm's used to store one's arrays admit easy 
"translation" of already stored positions, so that the addresses of the positions of a 
composite array can be obtained easily and systematically from the addresses of the 
positions of the constituent arrays. It is the purpose of this paper to study array storage 
mappings that admit easy concatenation f stored arrays. We consider only extendible 
array storage mappings here since nonextendible array storage mappings uffer the same 
weaknesses with arrays that expand by concatenation as they do with arrays that expand 
in a less structured way (see [1]). 
Whenever one is faced with the task of finding a mathematical correspondent of an 
intuitive notion, one must gauge the success of a suggested correspondence by measuring 
its implications against he perceived properties of the intuitive notion. We find ourselves 
here in just such a situation. What constitutes "easy" concatenation ? We introduce, in 
Section 3, a property of esm's, termed translatability. We find that this property enjoys 
two (equivalent) guises, each arising from a different intuitive notion of "ease of concatena- 
tion." In Section 4, we characterize explicitly that class of two-dimensional translatable 
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csm's that enjoy a minor added technical property. Indeed this class is shown to be a 
one-parameter family (modulo xy-symmetry) whose "init ial" member is the familiar 
diagonal pairing function. The  derived explicit form of these esm's permits us to argue 
algorithmically in Section 5 that these esm's afford one easy concatenation f stored arrays. 
On the grounds of this argument, we conclude that the property of translatabil ity captures 
at least part of the notion of ease of concatenation. However, we also temper the successes 
of Section 3 and 4 by exhibit ing an esm that is not translatable but  that seems intuitively 
to afford one easy concatenation of stored arrays. Our inabil ity to find any generalized 
notion of translatabil ity that encompasses this maverick esm but  that excludes all esrn's 
that are intuitively not easily concatenated suggests that much interesting research 
remains to be done in this area. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
We review here the basic definitions required for our investigation. Motivation for the 
definitions can be found in [1, 2]. 
Let N denote the positive integers, and let N 2 , : N • N denote the set of pairs of 
positive integers. 
(2.1) The (two-dimensional) array scheme of shape (m, n) (m, n ~ N) is the set 
.d = {1 ..... m} • {1 ..... n}. 
Each 7r c= A is called a position of A. The cardinality #A : -: mn of A is called A's size. 
(2.2) l Jet -dl be the array scheme of shape (m 1 , n l )  and let A~ be the array scheme 
of shape (m 2 , n,,). The row-concatenation f ~-11 and A,  is defined precisely when m 1 = m 2 . 
In this case it is denoted A 1 : A 2 and is the array scheme of shape (m I , n t -~, n2). The 
column-concatenation f A 1 and A 2 is defined precisely when n I =-, n 2 . In  this case it is 
denoted A 1 :: A 2 and is the array scheme of shape (mt i- m2, nl)- 
In A 1 : A2, we view position ( i , j )  as coming from position ( i , j )  of A t if j ~ n l ,  
and as coming from position ( i , j  - hi) of A2,  otherwise. Similarly, in A 1 :: A 2 , we view 
position ( i , j )  as coming from position ( i , j )  of A 1 if i ~< m 1 , and as coming from position 
( i  --- m a , j )  of_d e otherwise. Th is  coming from relation suggests why notions of "trans- 
latabil ity" will form the basis of our mathematical notions of easily concatenated esm's. 
(2.3) A storage mapph~g for the array scheme A is a total function A: N • N- -~ N 
that is one-to-one on _d and that satisfies, A( I ,  1) =: 1. 
(2.4) An extendible array storage mapping (esm, for short) for the array scheme A 
is an array storage mapping fo r / t  that is one-to-one on all superarrays A'  D A. 
It is easy to verify that the apparent dependence of an esm on a "base array" _d, as 
suggested in (2.4), is illusory in the folk)wing sense. 
PROPOSITION. The function A: N • N --+ N is an esm iff it is one-to-one. 
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With these notions fixed, we can turn our attention to esm's that afford one easy 
concatenation of stored arrays. (Henceforth, we shall call array schemes "arrays" for 
brevity.) The reason for restricting attention to extendible array storage mappings is 
that we want both row- and column-concatenation t  be easily implemented operations. 
3. TRANSLATABLE STORAGE MAPPINGS 
As we remarked in the Introduction, whenever a mathematical problem involves 
modeling (What is "ease of concatenation ?"), one must draw upon examples and intuition 
in setting up the problem. The appropriateness of the resulting formulation is then 
determined by investigating its implications. Of course such a development can lead one 
only to a formal analog of the problem, but hopefully it leads to one that illuminates the 
phenomenon to be studied. In this section we formulate and refine a property of esm's 
that seems intuitively to imply graceful accommodation f concatenations of stored arrays; 
in Section 4 we shall present evidence that our intuition was not misleading. 
3.1. Computationally- Translatable Esm's 
We prepare for our formal development by studying a two-dimensional esm that 
indisputably affords one easy concatenation despite its abysmal performance in almost 
every other respect. 
For ( i , j )  ~ N ~, SPARSE(i , j )  ~ 2 ~ 13s-1. (3.1) 
Now, SPARSE 's  easy handling of concatenations is seen as follows. Let the array 
schemes A and B of shapes (n, a) and (n, b), respectively, be stored by the esm SPARSE.  
Then the array scheme A : B of shape (n, a @ b) obtained by concatenating B to A can be 
stored by SPARSE very easily. Specifically, letting ADDRESSx( i ,  j) denote the address 
of position (i, j )  in array X, we find, for (i, j )  ~ A : B, 
IAImRESSA(i,j) if / a, 
ADDRESSA:B(i, j)  = tADDRESS~(i , j )  " 3~ if j > a. (3.2) 
A completely analogous relationship can be derived easily for A :: B. 
Note. In order to appreciate (3.2), one must keep in mind that esm's assign relative, 
not absolute, addresses. Thus, (3.2) is really saying the following: The displacement of 
(i, j )  from the base address of A : B is the same as (i, j ) ' s  displacement from the base 
address of A if (i, j )  came from A; it is 3 a times that displacement if (i, j )  came from B. 
The reason for the simplicity of deriving addresses for positions of A : B (and A :: B) 
from addresses for positions of A and B results from a type of "translatability" enjoyed 
by the esm SPARSE:  tt is easy to compute the address of any translate of a position (i, j )  
from the address of ( i , j ) .  Specifically, for all (u, v) ~ (N u {0}) ~, we find 
SPARSE( /+ u,j + v) = SPARSE( i , j ) .  2 ~- 3 o. (3,3) 
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Our first cut at trying to isolate the property of translatability will be based on an attempt 
to abstract (3.3) away from the specific operation of multiplication. 
(3.4) The esm A is weakly computationally translatable 
short) if it enjoys the following property. 
There is a function d: (N • {0}) w ({0} • N) -  ~ N; and 
o : N • N-~ N that satisfies 
(a) 1 on -  no1 = n forall noN,  
(b) ( io j )  ok  = io ( jok )  forall i , j , k~_N,  
such that, for all 7r c N" and all 3 ~ (N • {0}) u ({0} • N), 
(*) A(~ i-3) .A(~)od(3).  
We call d a displacement function and o a translation operation (for A). 
(w-c-translatable, for 
there is an operation 
For brevity, let N "1) =: (N • (0}) u ({0} • N). We are interested in displacements 8 
in N (~ rather than in (N u {0}) 2 since it is only the former displacements hat are needed 
in concatenations. In fact, we shall soon see that displacements in the larger set are 
accommodated automatically by w-c-translatable esm's. 
W-c-translatable esm's enjoy much of the structure njoyed by SPARSE,  including a 
normal form. For n c N and o a translation operation, define n (k) with k ~ N L; {0} 
inductively by, n (~ ~ 1 and n "~~ - -n  o n (i). (We suppress the dependence of this 
power operation on the particular oin question, relying on context o specify ~.) 
T~v.ORE~ 1. Let A be a w-c-translatable esm with displacement function d and trans- 
lation operation ,~. (a) For all 8 c: N ~~ d(3) = A(3 + (1, 1)). (b) For all 7r, 7r' ~ N m = 
(N • { l})u( ( l}  x N), A(7r) oA(~') -- A(~")oA(~). (c) Let a :.: A(2, 1), and let 
b = A(I, 2). For all ( i , j )  ~ N% Aft, j) = a"- z) o b u -, 
Proof. (a) By definition (3.4), for all ~r c N" and all 3 c N (~ A(Tr q 5) ~ A(Tr) o d(3). 
Letting 7r =. ( l ,  l), this equation becomes, A(( I ,  1) -]- 3) : A(I,  1) o d(3) =: 1 o d(3) --~ 
d(3) by (3.44). 
(b) Any 7 ;~N m is of the form ( i , l ) - !  3 for some3~N I~ We find, therefore, 
for 7r, 7r' c N a), that 
Affr) oA(n') : A ( ( l ,1 ) - i -3 )oA( , (1 ,1 ) - i -3 ' )  fo rsomc3,8 '~N (~ 
..... A(( I ,  1) - I  3)~ d(&) by part (a), 
A((l, 1) '- 3 ~- 8') by (3.4), 
: :  A((1, 1) 4 $' -I 3) by commutativity of addition, 
-- A(( I ,  1) ~-8')od(3) by (3.4), 
A((I, 1) -- 3 9 o A((I, 1) -~ 3) by part (a), 
=- A(~") o A(~) by choice of 3, 8% 
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(c) By definition (2.3), part  (c) holds for ( i , j )  .... ( I ,  1). Say, for induction, that 
part (e) holds for aU ( i , j )  with max( i , j )  ~ k. Note, then that 
(i) A( i , j  -}- 1) ~= A( i , j )  od(0, 1) = A( i , j )  oA(1 ,2 )  : : (a c'-x) obO-n) ob 
_~ a ( i - I )  o b(J); 
(ii) A( i  + 1,j) --- A ( i , j )  o d( l ,  0) == A( i , j )  o A(2, i )  : (a (i-1) o b (j- l ')  o a 
a") o b(J-a); 
(iii) A( i  ~- l , j  ~- 1) :~ A( i  -!- 1 , j )od(0 ,  1) - -A ( i , j )o0(1 ,  0 )oa(0 ,  1) 
= (a( i - l~ o b(~-a)) o a o b 
: : a (i) ob (j). 
Part (i) uses only associativity of ,,, while (ii), (iii) invoke part (b) also. These three chains 
of equations extend the induction, thus complet ing the proof. | 
COROLLARY 2. Let A be w-c-translatable with translation operation o. For all rr, 7/~_ N 2, 
A(Tr) o A(Tr') : A0r') o A(~). 
Proof. Immediate by Theorem 1(b), (c). | 
At this point, our development looks promising. W-c-translatablc esm's might capture 
enough of the properties of SPARSE to rendcr thcm easy to concatenate. Unfortunatcly, 
such is not the casc: w-c-translatability is too weak a property to discriminatc among 
esm's. 
THEORV.M 3. Every esm is w-c-translatable. 
Proof. Let  A be an arbitrary esm. Define the operation o: N 2 --* N as follows. Recall ing 
that A is one-to-one, 
for m, n ~ Range(A), m o n = A(A- ' (m)  -[- A - l (n )  - -  (1, 1)). (3.5) 
If A maps N 2 onto N,  then o is completely specified by (3.5). If, on the other hand, 
A is not onto, then there is some no c N - -  A(N2). Arbitrar i ly  then, 
for a l l l~Range(A)  andm,  n~N- -Range(A) ,  lom===mol  =m; and m, ,n  -n  o . 
(3.6) 
(a) Note first that 1 o n = n o 1 - -  n for all n~N.  I f  n6  Range(A), then this is 
immediate by (3.6). Alternatively, we have 
1 o n = A(A- I (1 )  t A - t (n )  - (1 ,  1 ) )  by  (3 .5) ,  
= A(A- I (n) )  since A-a(1) =: (1, 1), 
-= n, 
and similarly for n o 1. 
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(b) To  verify the associativity of o, we must examine eight cases, distinguished 
by those of the three factors to be "mult ip l ied"  that are in Range(A). t 
l m n (lo m) o n lo (too n) 
(1) out out out n o o n - -  n o --~ 1 o n o 
(2) out out in n o o n ~ n o = l o m 
(3) out in out l o n = n o .:= l o n 
(4) out in in I o n := l =,= l o (rn o n) 
(5) in out out m o n =-= n o -:= l o n o 
(6) in out in m o n = m = l o m 
(7) in in out (I o m) o n =-- n .... l o n 
The  final case of l, m, n all in Range(A) requires a bit more calculation. 
( l  o m) .  n - -  A (A - 'A (A - I ( / )  -i A - l (m)  - -  (1,  1))  -]- A-l(n) - -  (1,  1))  
_= A(A-~( I )  -:- A-l(m) + A-l(n) --  2(1, 15) 
= A(A- I ( / )  + A -1A(A  ~(m) i A- l (n)  - -  (1, 1)) - -  ( i ,  1)) 
= lo (too .). (8) 
(c) Finally, note that, for all ~r ~ N 2 and 3 ~ N I~ 
A(w § 8) - -  A(A- IA(w)  + A 1A(3 -~- (1, 1)) - -  (1, 15) identically 
= A(Tr) o A(3 I (1, 15) by (3.5). 
By parts (a), (b), (c) and Theorem l(a), o is a translation operation for A, so that A is 
w-c-translatable. I 
The  disturbing aspect of Theorem 3 is that there are esm's that do not, from an intuitive 
vantage point, afford one easy concatenation of stored arrays. Consider, for example, 
the following esm. 
(3.7) For  ( i , j )  ~N 2, 
SQUARE( i , j )  = (m - -  1) 2 -i- m -} j - -  i where m = max(i , j ) .  
We have indicated, by including lines in Fig. 1, the " f low" of the esm SQUARE.  Clearly 
the esm assigns addresses to N • N by storing successively larger square arrays. Any 
attempt o compute the addresses of either A : B or A :: B when A and B are stored by 
SQUARE would seem intuitively to require a complete reorganization of the positions 
1 The two products of in's in lines 4, 7, respectively, should be expanded via (3.5), but since they 
just get annihilated, such expansion would only waste space. 
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Fw.. 1. The schematic layout of storage when the esm SQUARE stores the array of shape (5, 5). 
of B, and not just the simple translation of them that seems to be promised by (3.4). 
Motivated by this intuition-based issatisfaction, we conclude that w-c-translatability 
is not the property we have been seeking. However, in the light of the attractive features 
of the property illustrated in Theorem i and Corollary 2, we shall not abandon it, but, 
instead, we shall seek a strengthened version of the property. To do this, we take one step 
toward making the operation ojust that much closer to multiplication. 
(3.8) The csm A is computationally-translatable (c-translatable, for short) if it is 
w-c-translatable and if its translation operation o is monotonic z in both variables on the 
set Range(A) • Range(A). 
Without describing our numerous trials in detail, let us say only that the added assump- 
tion of monotonicity in (3.8) serves to eliminate from the class of c-translatable esm's 
all those esm's we have encountered whose w-c-translatability seemed counter to our 
intuition, as did SQUARE's .  Looking at SQUARE for a moment, we note that the 
translation operation o that renders it w-c-translatable is not monotonic since, for example, 
1 o 4 : 4 while 2 o 4 ~ 3. Quite aside from this negative justification for tile strength- 
ening of (3.8) over (3.4) is the fact that our new notion, c-translatability, turns out to be 
equivalent to an ostensibly quite different notion of translatability of esm's, that arises 
from considering further the "flow" of an esm. 
3.2. PTow- Translatable Esm's 
What constitutes the "flow" of the esm SQUARE, that was disrupted by the concatena- 
tion of stored arrays ? Perhaps our intuition in this regard will be strengthened by our 
looking at another esm. 
(3.9) For <i,j) c N ~, 
DIAG( i ,  j )  = (i -! j - -  l)(i + j - -  2)/2 + j. 
Clearly D IAG stores arrays "along" diagonal strips, in contrast o SQUARE's  square 
bands. Whereas the bands did not merge neatly when arrays stored by SQUARE were 
concatenated, D IAG's  strips blend together very well. The "flow" of the esm, which in 
the case of SQUARE is disturbed by concatenation and in the case of D IAG not, seems 
We shah always mean "monotonic increasing" when we say "monotonic." 
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FIG. 2. The schematic layout of storage when the esm DIAG stores the array of shape (5, 5). 
to reside in the patterns of relative magnitudes of addresses of neighboring positions. 
With D IAG,  for instance, the address of position (i, j )  is always less than that of ( i  + 1, 
j 4. 1), which, in turn is greater than that of position ( i , j  + 1), and this pattern (among 
others) persists throughout N X N; that is, one can translate (i, j )  to any other position 
(k, l), and the same pattern of inequalities wilt hold. With SQUARE,  in contrast, we 
note that the address of (i, j )  is less than that of, say, ( i  + 1, j )  only when i ~> j; and, 
of course, this last condition can be changed by a translation of (i, j) .  Our second notion 
of translatability follows this intuition. 
(3.10) The esm A is flow-translatable (f-translatable, for short) if the following 
implication holds for all ~-, ~r' ~ N 2. 
A(~r) < A(#)  implies A(rr 4- 8) < A(v' 4- 3) for atl ~ ~ N ~~ 
We leave it to the reader to verify that both SPARSE and D IAG are f-translatable, 
while SQUARE is not. The verification for SPARSE is trivial; the verification for 
D IAG is much simplified by noting that [i + j  < i' + j ' ]  implies [DIAG(i , j )  < 
DIAG(i ' ,  j ')]; the verification for SQUARE is sketched in the remarks preceding (3.10). 
The notion of f-translatability emerges from a very different view of "easy concatena- 
tion" than does c-translatability: The former notion relies on intuition about the "flow" 
of an esm, while the latter arises from an attempt o abstract he (axiomatic) easy con- 
catenability arising from the computational form of SPARSE.  It is, therefore, both 
surprising and pleasing to find that these two properties are coextensive. 
THEOREM 4. An esm is c-translatable if, and only if, it is f-translatable. 
Proof. (--~) Say first that the esm A is c-translatable. Let 7r, rr '~ N ~ be such that 
A(rr) < A(#)~ By definitions (3.4), (3.8) of c-translatability, we find, for all ~ ~ N I~ 
A(~ + ~) = n(~r) o d(~) by (3.4), 
< A(v') o d(~) by (3.8), Theorem l(a) 
= A(~r' + ~) by (3.4). 
Since ~r, ~r' were arbitrary, it follows that A is f-translatable. 
(~-) Say now that the esm A is f-translatable. Define the operation o : N2---> N 
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by (3.5), (3.6) as in the proof of Theorem 3. As was shown in that proof, the operation o
is total, has 1 as an identity, is associative, and satisfies property (*) of (3.4), namely, 
A(Tr i 8) -= A(Tr) o A(8 t <1, 1)), for all zr c N 2 and 8 e N ~~ Therefore, in order to show 
that the f-translatable esm A is c-translatable, we need establish only that the operation o
is monotonic in both variables on the set Range(A) • Range(A). Now, on this set, 
~ is defined by (3.5): 
m o n ,  - A(A  l(m) -F- A l(n) - -  ( l ,  1)). 
Let l, m, n c Range(A) be such that I < m. Let A = A- ' ( / ) , /z  - -  A-t(m), and v = A-l(n). 
Since v ~_ N 2, there exists a sequence 81 , 82 ,..., 8 k ~ N (~ such that )-[ ?~i = v - -  (1, 1). 
(We admit the contingency n ~ 1, so that v = (1, 1), so that k ~ 0.) We consider the 
inductive chain of implications: 
(0) A()t) < A(/~) by choice of l, m, 
(1) A(,~ -F 81) < A(/~ [ 81) from (0) by f-translatability, 
(2) A(A + 8~ -~- 8.) < A(/~ I- 81 + 82) from (1) by f-translatability, 
(k) A(A + ~ 8i) < A(t, + 5". 8 0 from (h - -  I) by f-translatability. 
The last inequality here is, however, equivalent to 
A( /~+~ -< l , l ) )<A( t~- i  ,' - -  <l, l )) ;  
and this inequality is, by dint of (3.5) and the relations of A,/z, v to l, m, n, 
l on  < mon.  
Since l, m, n were arbitrary, we have established that o is monotonic in its first argument. 
Since o is commutative on Range(A) • Range(A) by Corollary 2, it follows that o is 
monotonic in both arguments. Hence, the esm A is c-translatable. |
Henceforth, we shall ignore the prefixes "c, f" and refer to translatable sm's. 
The importance of Theorem 4 is not just in its reinforcing our intuition about easily 
concatenated sm's. The two forms of translatability expose quite distinct aspects of easy 
concatenation, 1:he one yielding a normal form for "concatenable" esm's and the other 
exposing limitations on how such mappings lay out storage. Specifically, the simpler, 
hence mathematically more tractable, "flow" version of translatability can be used to 
derive a valuable necessary condition for the translatability of an esm. 
THEORF.M 5. d translatable sm is monotonic in both variables. 
Proof. Let the esm A be translatable. Assume, for contradiction, that there exist a 
c N 2 and a T ~ (N k; {0)) ~ such that A0r ) > A(~r + 7). Clearly there exist 8 a , 8 2 ~ N (~ 
for which $l -t- 8~ = ~-. The translatability of A (specifically, its f-translatability) then 
yields, by a simple induction, the unending chain of inequalities, 
A (~)>A( .~ F -~- )>A(~ I 2~)>. - .>A(~+k~-)>- - - .  (3.11) 
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Each link in this chain is established in two steps: For k -= 1, 2,..., [A(~r + (k --  1)~-) > 
A(rr + kr)] implies [A(Tr _a (k --  1)r + 81) > A(~r + kr + 81)], which in turn implies 
[A(zr + k*) .... A(zr 1- (k - -  1)- + 81 ]- 82) > A(zr + kr -1-81 + 83) --A(zr + (k -[ l)'r)]. 
Since the range of A lies within the set of positive integers, the existence of a chain 
like (3.11) is absurd. | 
Theorem 5 can be used to establish immediately the nontranslatability of esm's like 
SQUARE.  (Note, e.g., that SQUARE( I ,  2) = 4 > 3 = SQUARE(2,  2).) Unfortun- 
ately, the converse of Theorem 5 is false, so we get no easy sufficient condition for 
translatability. Consider, for example, the following esm. 
(3.12) For <i,j) c N 2, define 
ARITH( i , j )  =: 2 ' - -1(2/-  1). 
1 3 5 7 9 
2 6 i0 14 18 
4 12 20 28 36 
8 24 40 56 72 
16 48 80 112 144 
FI('. 3. The schematic layout of storage when the esm ARITH stores the array of shape <5, 5>. 
Note that AR ITH stores each "row" {i} • N of N O- in the arithmetic progression 
{2 i--1 -i k 9 2i}. It is not hard to verify that AR ITH maps N 2 one-to-one onto N, and that 
AR ITH is monotonic in both variables. 
However, AR ITH is not translatable. To wit, for every k e N, we find 
ARITH(k  + 1, 1) --  2 k < 3-  2 ~-1 == ARITH(k,  2); (3.13) 
but, upon displacing each point by 8 : (0, 1), we find, 
AR ITH(k  -r 1, 2) = 3- 2 k > 5 -  2 k-1 = ARITH(k,  3). (3.14) 
We close this section by remarking that, modulo notationaldifficulties, the development 
in this section can be extended directly to arrays and esm's of arbitrary finite dimen- 
sionality. 
4. TtIE ]~'AMILY OF PERSISTENT TRANSLATABLE ESM'S 
In this section we present wo one-parameter families of translatable sm's. We show 
these families, which are really identical modulo xy-symmetry, tocomprise all translatable 
esm's that enjoy the technical property of persistence. 
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4.1. The Advertised Esm's 
We describe our esm's most easily with the aid of an auxiliary function. 
(4.1) For each m ~ N, define the function f,, : N ~ N as follows. For  n e N, 
(4.2) For  each m ~ N, define the functions Xm and Y,~, each from N • N into AT, 
as follows. For i, j ~ N, 
X~( i , j )  =-- f,,(i + ( j  --  l)m) i j, 
Y,o(i,j) =: f , , ( j  + (i -- 1)m) - t  i. 
Intuitively, X,,, enumerates the elements of N • N "up" diagonals of slope m; u 
enumerates the elements of N • N "down" diagonals of slope 1/m. The "up-down" 
orientation here is dictated by our placing position <1, 1) of an array in the northwestern 
corner of the array. We shall often refer to X,n and Y~ as xy-duals of one another. We shall 
concentrate here only on the X,,'s, relying on the reader to invoke xy-symmetry for 
corresponding results about the Y~,'s. 
The esm DIAG of (3.9) and Fig. 2 is easily seen to be X 1 . 
We have claimed in Figs. 2, 4, and 5 that at least some of the mappings X~ are esm's. 
In fact, they all are, and they are quite uniform ones at that. 
FIG. 4. 
"z// /7// / / ,  "7/z/7/zH/ 
"Y / / / / /VP  
The array scheme of shape /5, 5) stored by the esm X~ . 
1 5 12 22 35 
2 7 15 26 40 
3 9 18 30 45 
4 ii 21 34 50 
6 14 25 39 56 
l;'I(;. 5. The array scheme of shape <5, 5) stored by the esm X3 . 
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TIIEOREM 6. For every "slope" m ~ N, the mappings Xm and Y~, are esm's that are 
surjective and translatable. 
Proof. We establish the theorem only for X,~, invoking x_y-symmetry to prove it for 
ym 9 Let m e N be arbitrary. 
(a) First, we note that X~( l ,1)  ~ 1 !-f,~(1) ~ 1 ] 1 - (0)  .... 1. 
(b) Next, we prove in two steps that X,~ maps N • N one-to-one onto N. We 
begin by noting that X~ proceeds "up" diagonals of "slope" m. Precisely, 
(4.3) for all i, j, X,n(i .... m, j+ l )=Xm( i , j )+ l .  
(Note that we have implicitly extended X~ to Z • Z in the natural way, Z being the set 
of all integers.) Direct calculation establishes (4.3) when one notes that i -t- ( j  --- 1)m == 
i - -  m ]-jm so that f~ treats the two arguments of (4.3) identically. Next we show that 
X~ " jumps" to the vertical axis whenever it has exhausted the N • N portion of a slope 
m diagonal. Precisely, 
(4.4) fo ra l l i~{1 ..... m}, X~( i+( j - -1 )m- I  1,1)==X~( i , j ) -~- l .  
To verify (4.4), we do some direct calculation. 
(4.5) For i ~: {l ,..., m} and j e N, 
X, , , ( i , j )  i 1 jq  f,,,(i F ( j -  1 )m)+ 1 
= [j - -1 +-~-]  m. [  t_i-- 11) j 1 } " ( i+( j - - l )m- -1 -  5- j - -1  
m 
i m m i - - I  ; §  (j- l+[-]).(i§ ]) 
m 
(4.6) For i, j eN ,  
X~(i t - ( j - -  1)m ~-1,1) 
[ ] ( .m [ i ] )  
1 j - -1  i-t---lm " i ( j - -1 )m- - -2 - "  j - - l - '  - 
I-+ - -1 -i- 9 i-i -5"( j - -  1)---2-- - " 
Therefore, we find, 
for/~_{1 ..... m- - l}and je :N ,X , , ( i - t  ( j -  1)m -i-1,1): i ~ j -  i ~-y . ( j  1), 
(4.7) 
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which agrees with (4.5). Alternatively, 
(4.8) fo r i - -mand jcN,  X,,,(i t ( j - - l )m+l ,1 )= X~(jm } 1,1) 
= 1 -[- mj(j d I)/2, 
once again agreeing with (4.5) evaluated at i .... m. 
Parts (a, b) establish that Xm is a surjective sm. 
(c) To establish thb translatability of X .... we introduce the following lemma which 
will be useful later also. 
(4.9) For m, i , j~N,  define s~(i,j) = i-]- ( j - -  1)m. 
The functions ,, are shell indexes in the terminology of [I, 2]. 
LIi.UMA 7. For i,j, k, 16N, we have X,,(i,j) < X,~(k, l) precisely when one of the 
following obtains: (a) s,,(i,j) < s,,(k, l); or (b) s,,(i,j) == s,~(k, l) andj < l. 
Pro@ Obvious by direct calculation; cf. (4.3) and (4.4). It 
Return to Proof of Theorem. To complete the proof, let ( i , j )  and (k, l) be arbitrary 
points in N X N, and let (d, e) be an arbitrary displacement in N ~~ Now, if sm(i,j) 
s.,(k, l), then direct calculation verifies that s~(i - I  d, j + e) < s,~(k + d, l -+- e), also. 
if, alternatively, s,~(i,j) -- s,,,(k, l) and j <. l, then further calculation establishes that 
s~.(i i d, j + e) -- s,,~(k -~- d, l +- e) and j ~- e ~ l t e. In either case, I.emma 7 assures 
us that X~(i }-- d,j  ~- e) ~ X~(k + d, l - ' -  e) whenever X~(i,j) ~ X~.(k,l), thus 
establishing the translatability of Xm and completing the proof. | 
4.2. The Uniqueness of the Family 
The families {X,,} and {Y,,,} contain all translatable sm's that enjoy the property of 
persistence. 
(4.10) LetA :N•  
(a) A is x-persistent if (i) A is surjective; (ii) A(2, 1) < A(1, 2); (iii) for all k c N 
and l e N -- {1,2}, A(k, 1) < A(1, l) only if there exist a, b ~_ N satisfying a < k, and 
b < l, and (a -- 1)(1 -- 1) = (b -- 1)(le -- l), such that A(a, 1) < A(I, b). 
(b) y-persistence is dual to x-persistence. The definition of y-persistence is 
obtained by reversing all inequalities in (a). 
Although x-persistence appears prohibitively complicated in (4.10), the intuitive idea 
is simply as follows. The properties of translatability and surjectiveness force an esm 
to proceed along well-defined iagonals as do the X,, in (4.3). (We shall verify this in the 
coming theorem.) However, these properties are not restrictive nough to keep the esm 
going along diagonals of uniform slope. Specifically, we can force any translatable surjective 
esm to proceed along a slope m diagonal up to the point where completing the diagonal 
would assign an address to a point (1, l) of the horizontal axis. (We assume here that 
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A(2, 1) < A(I,  2) so that we are considering x-persistence.) Instead of being "persistent" 
and finishing this diagonal, the esm can "choose" to jump at this juncture to point 
4,2 + (l --  1)m, 1) and then return to (1, I). The effect of such a jump is to increase 
the slope of subsequent followed diagonals, modulo certain irregularities forced by 
translatability. The intent of clause (iii) of (4.10a) is to prohibit such wanton jumping. 
Specifically, the clause states that a point on the vertical axis can be assigned an address 
lower than the address assigned a point on the horizontal axis only when such an assign- 
ment is forced by translatability. The exclusion of column 2 from this edict is necessary 
to give the esm freedom in beginning its enumeration; otherwise only X 1 = D IAG 
would be persistent. 
TttEOREM 8. The family {X,~} of (4.2) is precisely the class of x-persistent translatable 
esm's. Similarly, {Y,n} is the class of y-persistent translatable sm" s. 
Proof. We consider only {X~,} and x-persistence, leaving to the reader the dual case. 
We leave to the reader also the verification that each X,~ is x-persistent; Theorem 6 and 
Lemma 7 render this a simple task. 
Now, let A be an x-persistent translatable esm. We shall demonstrate A's membership 
in the family {X,n} by deducing successively more of A's structure. 
(4.11) Let m ~ N be the largest integer such that A(m + 1, 1) < A(I,  2). Clearly 
m exists since A(2, 1) < A(I,  2) by clause (ii) of (4.10a). We shall in fact show in stages 
that A -: X~.  
Claim 1. For ke{1 .... ,m+l} ,  A(k, 1) =k. We proceed by induction. The case 
k = 1 follows by thc definition of esm. Say that A(k, l) =- k for all k ~ n ~ m [ 1. 
Since A(n, l) < A(I,  2) by assumption, and since A is monotonic by Theorem 5, we 
find that A(n, l) < A(i, j) for all ( i , j )  with either i > n o r j  ~ I. I f  we did not have 
A(n, 1) = n, thcreforc, thc csmA could not bc onto. (Its range would miss n.) But A is 
onto. | 
Claim 2. A(I ,  2) : m --'. 2. The proof is by monotonicity and surjcctivencss of A, 
given the fact that A(m + 2, 1) > A(I,  2). | 
Finally, we establish by induction that A = X~,. By Claims l and 2, A "starts out" 
like X,n 9 Let us assume now that A proceeds as does X~ for n steps; that is, if A(i,j) ~ n, 
then A(i , j)  := X,,(i,j). Say that A(k, l) = n, and let us see where we can place address 
n --k 1. 
Since A is monotonic, no matter which ( i , j )  is chosen to receive address n [- 1, it 
must be that points ( i -  l , j )  and ( i , j -  1) (whichever exists, or both) have already 
been assigned addresses (and, hence, have addresses less than n + 1). Hence, the can- 
didate points are in the sets S~ = {(k [ (l---j)m i- l , j )  !j ~ l}, S,z = {(k - ( j  -- I)m,.]) [ 
j > l and k > ( j  - l)m}, and S:~ .... {(1, [(k --  l)/m I l- l + 1)}. These sets are derived 
using Lemma 7; for rr e S 1 U Sa, s,~(rr) > s,~(k,/); for rr e $2, s~,,(i,j) - s,,(k, l), and 
j > l. We consider two main contingencies. 
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Claim 3. If k > m, then A(k --  m, l + 1) ~ n -F 1. Note first that this assignment 
would continue A's agreement with Xra 9 Assume, for contradiction, that A selects ome 
other position (i, j )  to receive address n + I. Then 
A(i, j)  < A(k  - -  m, l + 1). (4.12) 
We distinguish three cases. 
Case I. j > 1. l f j  > l, then the point ( i , j  --  i )  is in N x N. Moreover, we know 
by induction that A( i , j -  1)= X , , ( i , j -  1) and that A (k -  m, l):-~ Xm(k-  m, l). 
Now, if ( i , j )  c $1 u S , ,  then s,~(i,j) > sin(k, l) ~= s~(k --  m, l + 1); therefore, 
s , , ( i , j  - l) > s,,,(k - m, l). Alternatively, if ( i , j )  ~ S 2 , then sm(i,j) -:= sin(k, l) ---- 
s,~(k -re, l-" 1) and j> l - t  l ( s ince j> land j=Al  i-1);therefore, s,,( i , j---1)---- 
s~(k -- m, l) andj  --  1 > l. With either of these alternatives, we are assured by Lemma 7 
that 
A(i , j  - 1) = Xm(i, j - -  1) > Xm(k -- m, l) = A(k-  - m, l). (4.13) 
However (4.13), in conjunction with (4.12), contradicts the assumed translatability of A. 
Case 2. k -- m ~ 1 and i > 1. This case is identical to Case 1, except here the points 
(i - l , j )  and (k -- m -- 1, / --  1) are used to derive the contradiction. Details are left 
to the reader. 
Case 3. j ~- k - m :-- 1. Note first that this is the final case to be considered since 
the one remaining logical alternative is i - - j  = 1, which is impossible by definition of 
esm. In this last case, we find that (4.12) implies that A is not x-persistent, since no previous 
points (a, l)  and ( I ,  b) with A(a, 1) < A(1, b) led to a "slope" (a -- 1)/(b --  I) ex- 
ceeding m. | 
Claim 4. I l k  ~m,  thenA(k ~- ( l - -  l )m+ 1,1) =n+ l. 
This assignment would continue A's agreement with X,~. Assume, for contradiction, 
that A selects ome other position ( i , j )  to receive address n -F 1. Then 
A(i, j) < A(k i (l - -  l)m + 1, 1). (4.14) 
As before, we proceed by cases, recalling that the set S~ is now empty. 
Case 4. i ~> 1. This case leads to a contradiction i just the same way that Case 1 did. 
Specifically, by induction one shows that A ( i -  l , j )>  A(k-F  ( l - -1 )m,  1), which, 
conjoined with (4.14), contradicts A's alleged translatability. 
Case 5. i - -  1. In this ease we must have j= l -F i  so that ( i , j )  ES~.  Now since 
A(m + 1, I) ~ A(I,  2), we have, by translatability of A and transitivity of < ,  
A(lm t 1, 1) < A(I,  I -F  1) = A(i,j). (4.15) 
However, elementary calculation verifies that, since k ~ m, 
k F ( l - -  1)m t l ~ lm + I. (4.16) 
$7III4/2-2 
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By monotonicity of A (Theorem 5), then, A(k ~- (l -- 1)m -[ 1, 1) ~< A(lm -1- 1, 1). 
This inequality combines with (4.15) to contradict (4.14) and establish Claim 4. It 
By Claims 1 and 2, A starts out assigning addresses as does Xm. By Claims 3 and 4, 
this coincidence persists endlessly, since these latter claims extend our induction. We 
conclude that A X, , ,  proving the theorem. II 
5. A MAVERICK ESM 
How does the "easy concatenability" of the esm's X,~ and Y,,~ manifest itself algorith- 
mically ? Let us assume that we have two arrays, A and B, stored by X,,~; and we want to 
"construct" A : B. (Our scenario can be modified in an obvious way to accommodate 
A :: B or to deal with arrays stored by Y,, .) Our task is to coordinate the processes of 
threading the arrays .4 and B on the one hand and threading the storage set aside for 
.4 : B on the other, so that the latter storage area can be filled with the appropriate data. 
This task is simplified immediately by the fact that esm's yield relative rather than 
absolute addresses, so that computations needed for threading one array may be useful 
in the corresponding computations for the other array. The threadings needed for this task 
will proceed as follows. Viewing the arrays A and B as rectangles, we shall proceed along 
an m-semiperimeter of each rectangle: For definiteness, ay that we shall proceed down 
column 1 and thence along the last m rows of the array being threaded. (The first m rows 
and the last column would be tile other m-semiperimeter.) As we encounter each new 
position along this semiperimeter, we follow the slope m diagonal originating at this 
position, returning to the semiperimeter upon completion of this side tour. See Fig. 6. 
1 4 16 19 22 
2 6 8 i0 12 
3 15 18 21 24 
5 7 9 ii 13 
14 17 20 23 25 
l'm. 6. One possible tour of the array of shape <5, 5> stored by Xe. We have visited the first 
three positions of column 1, then each position of row 4, and, finally, each position of row 5; each 
visit included a trip along the appropriate slope 2 diagonal. 
With our tours thus planned in detail, we begin to construct A : B. We begin by touring A 
and A : B in tandem, computing precisely the same addresses in the two arrays since 
position <i,j) in A : B comes from position <i, j) in A. We then begin to tour B and A : B 
in tandem. This parallel journey is only marginally more difficult than the tour of A. 
It is not difficult to verify that Xm stores both rows and columns of N X N in (possibly 
interleaved) quadratic progressions. Specifically (cf. (4.1), (4.2)), 
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(5.1) (a) The first differences {X.,(i,j } -1 ) -  X,,(i,j)} form the arithmetic 
progression i --]- m, i -? 2m, i !- 3m ..... 
(b) The first differences {X,,,(i + l , j )  - -  Xm(i,.i)} form the interleaved arithmetic 
progression, 
j , j  ..... j , j - ]  1, j - ]  1,...,j~, l , j - ]  2, j  ] 2 , . . . , j+2  ..... 
m ""=" -  ~2/~ - " " " - - -  
Moreover, one sees directly that position <i, j + a) of A: B comes from position <i,j) of 
B, where a is the number of columns in A. Hence, using (5.1)(b), as column 1 of B is 
visited by successive addition of m l's, then m 2's, and so on, column a L 1 of A : B is 
visited by successively adding m (a i 1)'s, m (a i 2)'s, and so on; using (5.1)(a), as row i 
(i being one of tile last m rows of B) of B is visited by successive addition of i + m, 
i + 2m, and so on, row i of A : B is visited, starting in column a -t- 1, by successive 
addition of i I (a -:- l)m, i - i  (a + 2)m, and so on; and as successive slope m diagonals 
of B are visited by the obvious indexing, the corresponding diagonals of A :B  arc 
visited by identical indexing. 
The intended message of the foregoing scenario is that the structural uniformity of 
persistent ranslatable sm's simplifies the address computations needed to construct 
-// : B from A and B. This simplification is manifest both in the simplicity of threading A
and B (by simple indexing along semiperimeters and thence along diagonals) and in the 
simple correspondences between the indexing needed to thread A and B and the indexing 
needed to thread A : B. These two types of simplicity lend some (admittedly intuitive) 
evidence that the notion of translatability, or at least of persistent ranslatability, has 
captured at least part of the intuitive notion of easy concatenation. However, thc depicted 
scenario suggests also that translatability does not capture the entire intuitive notion. 
Consider the esm ARITH defined in (3.12) and depicted in Fig. 3. One notices im- 
mediately the following facts about this esm. 
(a) Fol-alli, j~N,  AR ITH( i , j+  I) -AR ITH( i , j ) - i  2 ~:. 
(b) For all i, j c: N, AR ITH( i  ' I, j) = 2" ARITH(i , j ) .  (5.2) 
Thus, despite the fact that AR ITH is not translatable, cf. (3.13), (3.14), we can describe 
the construction of A : B or A :: B from A and B, where all arrays are stored by AR ITH,  
in very much the same terms used to describe the construction for X,,~. In fact, this new 
description is even simpler in one respect, since the "outer" part of the tour visits only 
one row or one column of A and B, and not an m-semiperimeter. 
Clearly, there is a property of esm's, properly including translatability, that corresponds 
to easy concatenation. Clearly also, translatability captures ome fundamental facet of an 
esm's structure, as evidenced by the coincidence of computational- and flow-translata- 
bility. There would appear to be an abundance of open questions concerning relationships 
between "structural" and "behavioral" properties of esm's. 
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